
Taximeters are prescribed equipment and require ‘pattern approval’ which details 
their specifications and workings.  They are subject to allowable maximum errors 
and must be capable of being placed into different operating modes such as ‘for 
hire’, ‘hired’ and ‘stopped’.  The essential requirements that govern taximeters clearly 
state that it is a “device that works together with a signal generator” and that it is a 
device which “measures duration, calculates distance on the basis of a signal 
delivered by the distance signal generator”.

All meters in Hackney Carriage vehicles shall be fitted, calibrated and sealed to each 
vehicle and be subject to these requirements.

There is no requirement to fit a taximeter to a private hire vehicle but only taximeters 
that have been tested and approved by the Council may be fitted in private hire 
vehicles.  Any person who fails to follow this process will be in breach of Section 71 
of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976:

“Taximeters.

(1) Nothing in this Act shall require any private hire vehicle to be equipped 
with any form of taximeter but no private hire vehicle so equipped shall be 
used for hire in a controlled district unless such taximeter has been tested 
and approved by or on behalf of the district council for the district or any 
other district council by which a vehicle licence in force for the vehicle was 
issued.

(2) Any person who—

(a) tampers with any seal on any taximeter without lawful excuse; or

(b) alters any taximeter with intent to mislead; or

(c) knowingly causes or permits a vehicle of which he is the proprietor to be 
used in contravention of subsection (1) of this section,

shall be guilty of an offence.”

The Council does not currently consider GPS tracking systems that calculate a price 
to be approved taximeters.  Any private hire operator that wants to use taximeters 
should first seek approval from the Council

The Council is aware of the case in London that is considering whether GPS 
technology can comply with the current legal requirements and will consider the 
decision of the High Court accordingly.


